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Answer: D 

QUESTION: 49 
A customer plans to order several new System z10 servers and storage to replace distributed 
Linux servers, and is concerned that the additional heat load may exceed the capacity of the 
current air-handling system. Which of the following resources aid the customer in 
addressing this concern? 

A. IBM Installation Planning Representatives 
B. System z Q & A to identify system requirements for each new server 
C. Facts and Features for each system to identify the power requirements 
D. Redbooks to confirm that enough space is available in the rack to allow for proper 
airflow 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 50 
An Information Infrastructure prospect is considering an IBM storage solution. They have a 
wide variety of applications, and are considering several types of IBM storage devices and 
attachments. Which of the following types of applications would justify the additional cost 
of Fibre Channel drives rather than SATA drives on the DS5000? 

A. Streaming video 
B. Document imaging 
C. Transactional 
D. Backup and recovery 
Answer: C 

QUESTION: 51 
A local banking business currently runs an IBM competitor's traditional tiered storage 
environment. They currently have 50TB database, and anticipate significant growth. They 
need a scalable storage solution that offers consistent performance with reasonable cost. 
Which of the following would seamlessly manage their future growth? 

A. DS8800 
B. N6060 
C. XIV 
D. Storwize V7000 

Answer: C 
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QUESTION: 52 
A Information Infrastructure business user prospect is interested in Information Lifecycle 
Management (ILM). Which of the following are categories of an ILM environment? 

A. Platinum, Gold, and Silver data 
B. Primary DASD, off-line tape, and archive Optical Media 
C. Enterprise, Midrange, and Entry level devices 
D. Temporary data, on demand data, and dedicated pool data 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 53 
Storage provisioning is a technical challenge. Often application deployment is delayed 
waiting for the purchase, installation and configuration of new storage. Which of the 
following is a business benefit of automated storage provisioning? 

A. The business can more effectively manage multiple storage vendors?products 
B. The datacenter is positioned to meet end-user SLAs. 
C. The business will meet the regulatory storage allocation requirements 
D. Fewer datacenter storage administrators can manage fewer systems to reduce staffing 
costs. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 54 
A customer is planning a complete replace of their storage, tape and network. The CIO 
requests the implementation plan be published and provided to appropriate parties. Which of 
the following approaches meets this requirement? 

A. Enlist a certified project manager to write and publish the plan 
B. Develop the plan with the appropriate stakeholders and distribute 
C. Use a proven template with needed change in details and publish 
D. Enlist the firm legal department to assist to create and publish to minimize risk 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 55 
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D. N6200 with SnapVault 

Answer: B 

A prospect has a data retention opportunity to meet industry regulation. The prospect is also 
considering EMC for this 1TB fixed content application. Which of the following IBM 
products would address this situation? 

A. Storwize V7000 
B. Information Archive 
C. SONAS 
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